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Abstract
Conventional algebraic specification techniques cannot express relationships between sorts formally. The approach presented here puts more structure into the specification by allowing a partial ordering on the set of sorts to describe that one sort is a subsort of another sort. This concept implies that one function can occur more than one time in the signature with different domains and codomains. The initial algebra semantics of our equational specifications with a partial ordering on the set of sorts are studied.
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1. Introduction
Algebraic specification of data types is regarded today as an instrument of great promise for program development. The first papers in this field [LZ 74, 6u 75] date from the middle seventies and a large amount of work has been done since then. The mathematical foundations of this specification method [ADJ 78, Eh 79, WPPDB 80, Li 82] as well as precise concepts of implementation and parametrization [EKMP 80, EKTHW 81, SW 82] have been studied and led to the developement of specification languages.
But by conventional algebraic specifications, relationships between sorts cannot be expressed formally. For example it is impossible to point out clearly in a specification that the natural numbers are included in the integers, which again are included in the rationals. In our approach this can be done straightforward. The set of sorts is classified by a partial ordering, which expresses that one sort is a subsort of another sort. This concept implies that one function can occur more than one time in the signature with different domains and codomains or - for short - that functions are overloaded. The main results are theorems concerning initial models in the spirit of [ADJ 78] and a method to treat errors in abstract data types.
The idea of structuring the set of sorts by a partial ordering can already be found in [Go 78], but there are some difficulties with that approach. For example the usual relationship between the concepts of morphism and congruence - in the sense that a morphism induces a congruence and vice versa - is not valid there. Apart from this, the basic notions of signature, algebra and congruence and the philosophy of error and exception handling are different here. In [Go 78] disjoint ok and error subsorts are wanted, whereas we only introduce an ok sub-sort representing the ok values [GDLE 82]. Similar problems of structuring the set of sorts are also discussed in [Gu 83, Bi 83] and the concept of a declaration to structure the sorts is taken up in [Wa 82, GE 83].

2. The basic idea

The conventional algebraic specification technique presents some circumstantialities if the data type to be specified includes substruc-tures, so called subtypes or subsorts.

Example 2.1

Consider a conventional algebraic specification for the integers, which have the natural numbers as a subtype.

spec nat included in int - conventional version

srts nat , int

opns zero : ---> nat;
succ : nat ---> nat;
0 : ---> int;
-+1 : int ---> int;
-1 : int ---> int;
mk : nat ---> int

vars n : nat ; i : int
eqns (i+1)-1 = (i-1)+1 = i;
mk(zero) = 0;
mk(succ(n)) = mk(n)+1

ceps

The fact that the natural numbers are included in the integers is only implicit by the conversion function mk. There is no formal relation between the sorts nat and int. Another lack of the specification is the fact that a term denoting a natural number does not denote an integer, but every natural number is an integer number and therefore an adequate notation should be found.

***
The approach presented here allows to classify the set of sorts by a partial ordering, which expresses that one sort is a subsort of another sort. This concept has a deep influence on our notion of signature: it is possible and sometimes necessary that one function has many domains and codomains or - for short - functions are overloaded:

- If a function is defined on certain sorts, the same function must be defined on all subsorts of the given ones.
- If a function has a certain value sort, then the same function must also be seen as a function having a supersort of the given one.

For example if nat < int is in the partial ordering and we have \( \_\_\_\_ : \text{int} \times \text{int} \rightarrow \text{int} \), then \( \_\_\_\_ : \text{nat} \times \text{nat} \rightarrow \text{int} \) has to be in the signature too. And if \( 0 : \rightarrow \text{nat} \) is a function, the the same will hold for \( 0 : \rightarrow \text{int} \). The exact definitions will be given in the following chapter.

**Example 2.2**

Let us now look at the example again and present our specification.

```
spec nat included in int - subsort version
srts nat , int with nat < int
opns 0 : ---nat ;
  \_\_\_\_ : nat --> nat ;
  \_\_\_\_ : int --> int ;
  \_\_\_\_ : int --> int
vars i : int
eqns (i\_+1\_)-1 = (i\_1\_)+1 = i
```

The ordering nat < int indicates that every term denoting a natural number also denotes an integer number. Therefore 0 is also a constant of sort int and \( \_\_\_\_ : \text{nat} \rightarrow \text{nat} \) can also be seen as a function from nat to int. But it is neccessary to declare that \( \_\_\_\_ \) is a function from int to int, because not every function from nat to nat is also a function from int to int, for example the factorial function. The main point here is the fact that terms of the form \( 0(\_\_\_\_)^n \) can be recognised as natural numbers looking only at the signature.

It is also possible to define functions from subsorts into arbitrary sorts or from arbitrary sorts into subsorts. For example we can now specify the factorial function and the square

```
\_\_\_\_ : nat --> nat
\_\_\_\_ : int --> nat
```

by giving the equations
\[0! = 0*1\]
\[(n+1)! = (n+1)\times(n!)]\]
\[i^2 = i\times i\]

using a variable \(n\) of sort nat and the multiplication \(\_\times\_\) : \text{int} \times \text{int} \rightarrow \text{int}. Please note that the equations are well typed. For example the left hand side of the last equation is of sort nat and therefore also of sort int and this matches the sort of the right side. ***

3. Signatures, algebras and morphisms

Our notions of signature, algebra and morphism must take into account that the same function name can be defined for different domains or codomains and that the same elements can occur in different carriers. But giving the same name to different functions implies that the functions behave in a similar way. Furthermore different occurrences of identical elements in different carriers are not distinguished.

Definition 3.1

A signature is a triple \((S, \leq, \Sigma)\), where

(1) \(S\) is a set (of sorts),

(2) \(\leq\) is a partial ordering of \(S\) and

(3) \(\Sigma = \{\Sigma_{w,s} \mid w \in S^*, s \in S\}\) is an \(S \times S\)-indexed family of sets of operation symbols such that

(4) \(w' \leq w\) and \(s \leq s'\) implies \(\Sigma_{w,s} \subseteq \Sigma_{w',s'}\).

- By a partial ordering we mean a reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric relation. If \(s \leq s'\), then we say that \(s\) is a sub-sort of \(s'\) and \(s'\) is a super-sort of \(s\). \(s \leq s'\) means \(s \subseteq s'\) and \(s \subseteq s'\). If \(w=s_1\ldots s_n\) and \(w'=s'_1\ldots s'_n\), \(w \leq w'\) means \(s_i \leq s'_i\) for \(i=1,\ldots, n\).

- The sets \(\Sigma_{w,s}\) are arbitrary, so the same operation symbol may occur in different sets even with a different number of arguments.

- Condition (4) means the following: If an operation symbol \(\sigma\) has arity \(s_1\ldots s_n\) and sort \(s\), then \(\sigma\) will also be defined on all sub-sorts \(s'_1\ldots s'_n\) of the arity \(s_1\ldots s_n\) and \(\sigma\) will also be a function symbol having a super-sort \(s'\) of sort \(s\). For example if we have \(\text{nat} \times \text{int}\) and \(\_\times\_\) : \text{int} \times \text{int} \rightarrow \text{int}, then \(\_\times\_\) : \text{nat} \times \text{nat} \rightarrow \text{int} will also be a part of the signature. On the other hand if \(0 : \rightarrow \text{nat}\) is in the signature, then the same will hold for \(0 : \rightarrow \text{int}\).

- We will abbreviate \((S, \leq, \Sigma)\) by \(\Sigma\) and define \(\overline{\Sigma} = \{\sigma_{w,s} \mid w \in S^*, s \in S, \sigma \in \Sigma_{w,s}\}\).
Example 3.2
We give a signature describing some operations on integer numbers. Let \( S \) be the set \( \{\text{nat}, \text{int}, \text{bool}\} \) and \( \text{nat} \leq \text{int} \) be the partial ordering on \( S \). The operation symbols are denoted in the usual way:

\[
\begin{align*}
0 &: \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{nat} \\
0 &: \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
1 &+1 : \quad \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{nat} \\
1 &+1 : \quad \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
1 &+1 : \quad \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
1 &-1 : \quad \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
1 &-1 : \quad \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
\text{false} &, \quad \text{true} : \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{bool} \\
1 = : \quad \text{nat} \times \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{bool} \\
1 = : \quad \text{nat} \times \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{bool} \\
1 = : \quad \text{int} \times \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{bool} \\
1 = : \quad \text{int} \times \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{bool}
\end{align*}
\]

The given family of operations symbols satisfies condition (4) of our signature definition. 

***

It is quite troublesome to repeat all operation symbols of the signature with appropriate domains and codomains. A shorter notation for a signature would be useful and therefore we define what the completion of an arbitrary family of operation symbols means.

Definition 3.3
Let \((S, \preceq, \mathcal{E})\) be a triple consisting of a set \( S \), a partial ordering \( \preceq \) on \( S \) and an arbitrary \( S \times S \)-indexed family of sets \( \mathcal{E} \).

\[
\text{comp}(\mathcal{E}) = \{ \text{comp}(\mathcal{E})^w_s \} \text{ w} \in S^\times S^\times S \text{ with } \text{comp}(\mathcal{E})^w_s = \bigcup_{w \preceq w'} \mathcal{E}^w'.s'
\]

is called the completion of \( \mathcal{E} \).

For any arbitrary family \( \mathcal{E} \) the completion \((S, \preceq, \text{comp}(\mathcal{E}))\) will be a signature. It will be convenient not to repeat the same function symbol in all sets. When we give an arbitrary family \( \mathcal{E} \) and we speak of the signature \( \mathcal{E} \), we will always mean the completion of \( \mathcal{E} \).

Example 3.4
Let \( S \) with \( \preceq \) be the same as in example 3.2 and let \( \mathcal{E} \) be following family of operation symbols:

\[
\begin{align*}
0 &: \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{nat} \\
1 &+1 : \quad \text{nat} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{nat} \\
1 &+1 : \quad \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int} \\
1 &-1 : \quad \text{int} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{int}
\end{align*}
\]
false, true : \(\rightarrow\) bool
\(\_\mathbf{E}\) : int \times int \(\rightarrow\) bool

The completion of the above family of operation symbols is identical to the signature given in example 3.2. It is also the least family such that its completion yields that signature. Note that \(\_+1 : \text{nat} \rightarrow\) nat reflects some important information about the successor operation \(+1\) and that we do not have \(-1 : \text{nat} \rightarrow\) nat.

***

Definition 3.5

Let signature \(\Sigma\) be given. A \(\mathcal{F}\)-algebra is a tuple \((A, \mathcal{F})\), where

1. \(A = \langle A_s \rangle_{s \in S}\) is an \(S\)-indexed family of sets such that
2. \(s \leq s'\) implies \(A_s \subseteq A_{s'}\), and
3. \(\mathcal{F} = \langle \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S \rangle_{s \in S}\) is a \(\mathcal{I}\)-indexed family of functions, for every \(s \in S\), there is a function \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S : A_s \rightarrow A_{s'}\) such that
4. \(s \in \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S\), \(s' \in \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S\), and \(a \in A_w \cap A_w\) implies \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S(a) = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'(a)\).

- If \(s = s_1 \ldots s_n\) is given, then \(A_s\) means the product \(A_{s_1} \times \ldots \times A_{s_n}\).
- Clause (2) requires that if \(s\) is a subsort of \(s'\), then the corresponding carrier \(A_s\) will be included in \(A_{s'}\). Thus for example the natural numbers will be included in the integer numbers.
- Condition (4) especially expresses: if \(w = w' = \lambda\), then \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'\).

It will also guarantee that we can speak of the function \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S\). Especially if \(s \leq s'\), \(w \subseteq w'\), and \(s' \subseteq s\) holds, then \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'\), then \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'\). This is useful for example that the addition on integers is compatible with the addition on rational numbers.

But even if the sorts are unrelated condition (4) must be valid.

For example if the same constant symbol \(c\) occurs in \(\Sigma_{\lambda, s}\) and \(\Sigma_{\lambda, s'}\), and neither \(s \leq s'\) nor \(s' \leq s\) holds, then \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'\) must be true. We do not think it is natural in such a case that \(\mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S = \mathcal{F}_{A}^W, S'\) evaluate to different elements. If different evaluations are wanted, then there should be different names in the signature. Of course the same applies to functions. If \(f\) is in \(\Sigma_{w, s} \cap \Sigma_{w', s'}\), then \(f_{A}^W, S(a) = f_{A}^W, S'(a)\) have to be equal, because giving the same name to a function from \(A_w\) to \(A_s\) and to a function from \(A_w\) to \(A_{s'}\), expresses that there are similarities between the functions. These similarities are the requirement that the functions behave in the same way when applied to the same arguments.

- We abbreviate \((A, \mathcal{F})\) by \(\mathcal{A}\) and define \(\mathcal{A} = \bigcup_{s \in S} A_s\).
Example 3.6
Recall the signature given in example 3.2. Let \( A_{\text{nat}} \), \( A_{\text{int}} \) and \( A_{\text{bool}} \) be the set of natural numbers, integer numbers and truth values, respectively. Let 0, +1 and -1 be the obvious functions and let \( = \) be the equality predicate on integers. Then the described entities form an algebra in the sense of definition 3.5.

Definition 3.7
Let signature \( \Gamma \) and \( \Gamma \)-algebras A and B be given. A \( \Gamma \)-algebra morphism \( f : A \longrightarrow B \) is an \( S \)-indexed family of mappings \( f = \langle f_s \rangle_{s \in S} \), each \( f_s : A_s \longrightarrow B_s \) such that

1. If \( s^w, s \in \tilde{S} \) with \( w = s_1 \ldots s_n \) and \( a_i \in A_{s_i} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), then
   \[ f_s(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = f_B(s_1(a_1), \ldots, f_{s_n}(a_n)) \]
2. If \( a \in A_s \cap A_{s'} \), then \( f_s(a) = f_{s'}(a) \).

- Condition (1) is the usual requirement that morphisms respect the operational structure.
- Clause (2) reflects that we do not want to distinguish between equal elements in different carrier sets. It especially holds for the case \( s = s' \), because then \( A_s \subseteq A_{s'} \).

If condition (2) would be dropped, then a situation like the one depicted in the figure below is possible. But a mapping like this does not reflect the structure of the algebra A in the algebra B, which is the usual requirement for a morphism from A to B.

A morphism \( f : A \longrightarrow B \) induces a mapping \( \tilde{f} : A \longrightarrow B \) that satisfies \( f(A_s) \subseteq B_s \) for \( s \in S \).

- The category of all \( \Gamma \)-algebras with all morphisms between them is denoted by \( \text{Alg}_\Gamma \).

Definition 3.8
Let signature \( \tilde{\Gamma} \) be given. The \( \tilde{\Gamma} \)-term algebra \( (T_{\tilde{\Gamma}}, F_{\tilde{\Gamma}}) \) is defined in the usual way.

\( T_{\tilde{\Gamma}} = \langle T_s \rangle_{s \in \tilde{S}} \) is the least family of sets satisfying:

1. \( \Gamma_{t_s} \subseteq T_s \)
2. \( s \in \tilde{S} \) with \( w = s_1 \ldots s_n \) and \( t_i \in T_{s_i} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) implies \( \sigma(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \in T_s \).
$F_L = \langle \sigma_{\omega, \lambda}^w, s \rangle \in \sigma_{\omega, s}^{\lambda}$.  

(3) $\sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{\lambda, s}$ implies $\sigma_{\omega, \lambda}^w, s = \sigma$.  

(4) $\sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{w, s}$ with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$ and $t_i \in T_{s_i}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$ implies $\sigma_{\omega, s}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sigma(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$.  

$T_L$ is a $\mathcal{E}$-algebra satisfying the conditions of our definition.  

(1) Let $s \leq s'$ be given. We have to show $T_s \subseteq T_{s'}$. Assume $t \in T_s$. If $\text{depth}(t) = 1$, then $t = \sigma_{\omega, s, s'}^\omega, s$ and this implies $\sigma_{\omega, s, s'}^\omega, s \in T_s$. If $\text{depth}(t) = n + 1$, then $t = \sigma(t_1, \ldots, t_n), \sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{w, s}$ with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$ and $t_i \in T_{s_i}$. This implies $\sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{w, s'}$, and therefore $\sigma_{\omega, s}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sigma_{\omega, s'}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$.  

(2) Let $\sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{w, s, s'}$, with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$ and $w' = s_1' \ldots s_n'$ and $t_i \in T_{s_i} \cap T_{s_i}'$ be given. We have to show: $\sigma_{\omega, s, s'}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sigma_{\omega, s', s'}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$. But $\sigma_{\omega, s}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sigma(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sigma_{\omega, s'}^w(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$ and if $w = w'$, then $\sigma_{\omega, s}^w = \sigma = \sigma_{\omega, s'}^w$.  

We defined the term algebra in the standard way, but used in our examples a mix-fix notation for operation symbols. This does not present any difficulties as long as terms are put in parenthesis unequivocally.  

Example 3.9  
The term algebra of the signature of example 3.2 can be described by the following context-free productions:  

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{nat} \rangle &::= 0 \mid (\langle \text{nat} \rangle) + 1 \\
\langle \text{int} \rangle &::= 0 \mid (\langle \text{int} \rangle) + 1 \mid (\langle \text{int} \rangle) - 1 \\
\langle \text{bool} \rangle &::= \text{false} \mid \text{true} \mid (\langle \text{int} \rangle) \equiv (\langle \text{int} \rangle)
\end{align*}
\]

Of course we have $L(\langle \text{nat} \rangle) \subseteq L(\langle \text{int} \rangle)$. Therefore terms of the form $0(+1)^n$ are of sort nat and of sort int and cannot be parsed uniquely.  

***  

Theorem 3.10  
Let signature $\mathcal{E}$ and $\mathcal{E}$-algebra $A$ be given. Then $T_L$ is initial in $\text{ALG}_\mathcal{E}$, i.e. there is a unique morphism $f : T_L \rightarrow A$.  

Proof  
We define $f = \langle f_s \rangle_{s \in S}$ in the usual way according to the structure of the terms.  

\[
f_s(t) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma^\lambda_{A, s} & \text{if } t = \sigma \text{ and } \sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{\lambda, s} \\
\sigma_{A, \omega}^w(f_{s_1}(t_1), \ldots, f_{s_n}(t_n)) & \text{if } t = \sigma(t_1, \ldots, t_n), \sigma \in \mathcal{E}_{w, s} \text{ with } w = s_1 \ldots s_n \text{ and } t_i \in T_{s_i}
\end{cases}
\]

First we have to show that the definition is well-defined, because the choice of $w$ is not unique. The following situation can occur:
t = σ(t₁,...,tₙ), σ ∈ Iₜₛ,wₛ,nₛ,wₛ' = s₁,...,sₙ and tᵢ ∈ Tₛ₁' ∩ Tₛᵢ₁'. We have to prove that oₜₛ',wₛ,sₜₛₙ,tₛₙ(t₁),...,tₛₙ(tₙ)) = oₜₛₙ,tₛₙ(t₁),...,tₛₙ(tₙ)) is valid. But this is part of the proof for condition 2 of our morphism definition.

Let t ∈ Tₛ₁ ∩ Tₛᵢ₁. be given. If depth(t) = 1, then t = σ and σ ∈ Iₜₛ,wₛ,nₛ,wₛ' and fₛ(t) = fₛ(σ) = oₜₛₙ,tₛₙ(t₁),...,tₛₙ(tₙ) is valid according to our definition of algebra.

If depth(t) = n + 1, then t = σ(t₁,...,tₙ), σ ∈ Iₜₛₙ,wₛ,nₛ,wₛ' with wₛ = s₁,...,sₙ and wₛ' = s₁',...sₙ' and tᵢ ∈ Tₛ₁ ∩ Tₛᵢ₁. According to the induction assumption fₛₙ(t₁) and fₛₙ(tᵢ) are equal and therefore fₛₙ(tᵢ) = fₛₙ(tᵢ) ∈ Aₛ₁ ∩ Aₛᵢ₁. Then the following equalities hold:

(*) oₜₛₙ,wₛₙ(tₛₙ(t₁),...,tₛₙ(tₙ)) = fₛₙ(tₛₙ(t₁),...,tₛₙ(tₙ))

(*) holds due to our definition of algebra. The proof that f respects the operations and its uniqueness property is analogous to the conventional case [ ADJ 78 ].

q.e.d.

Example 3.11
The unique morphism f : Tₛ → A from the term algebra of example 3.9 into the algebra A of example 3.6 evaluates terms to the corresponding natural numbers, integer numbers and truth values, respectively.

4. Equations

Definition 4.1
Let signature I and I-algebra A be given. An S-indexed, pairwise disjoint family of sets V = < Vₛ >ₛ∈S with each Vₛ disjoint from all Iₛₚₛₛ with wₛ ≠ s' and s' ∈ S denotes variables for I. An assignment to (or interpretation of) the variables is an S-indexed family of mappings I = < Iₛ >ₛ∈S , Iₛ : Vₛ → Aₛ . The extended signature (S, I, I(V)) is the completion of < Iₛₚₛₛ >ₛ∈S with Iₛₚₛₛ = if wₛ = λ then Iₜₛₚₛₛ U Vₛ else Iₛₚₛₛ fi. The result of applying the forgetful functor U : ALGₜₛ(V) → ALGₜₛ to Tₛ(V) is denoted by Tₛ(V).

Lemma 4.2
Let signature I, variables V, I-algebra A and assignment I : V → A be given. Then there is a unique I-algebra morphism Iₚ : Tₛ(V) → A that extends I in the sense that I(V) = Iₚ(V) if v ∈ V.

Proof
The I-algebra A can be made into an I(V)-algebra Aᵥ by defining v_Aᵥ = Iᵥ(v).
$T_I(V)$ is initial in $\text{ALG}_I(V)$ and therefore there is a unique morphism $f_V : T_I(V) \rightarrow A_V$. Then $U(f_V) : T_I(V) \rightarrow A$ is the unique morphism with $U : \text{ALG}_I(V) \rightarrow \text{ALG}_I$ the corresponding forgetful functor. q.e.d.

**Definition 4.3**

Let signature $I$, $I$-algebra $A$ and an $S$-indexed family of relations $\equiv = \{\equiv_S\}_{S \in S}$, $\equiv_S \subseteq A_S \times A_S$ be given. Let $\equiv$ denote the equivalence on $A$ generated by $\equiv = \{\equiv_S\}_{S \in S}$.

The family of relations $\equiv = \{\equiv_S\}_{S \in S}$ is called an *equivalence* on $A$, iff $\equiv\vert_{A_S \times A_S} = \equiv_S$.

An equivalence $\equiv = \{\equiv_S\}_{S \in S}$ is called a *congruence* on $A$, iff for all $\alpha \in I, w, s \in I, w', s'$ with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$, $w' = s'_1 \ldots s'_n$ and $a_1 \in A_{S_1}, \ldots, a_n \in A_{S_n}$ with $a_{\equiv_S} \equiv a_{\equiv_S}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$, $\alpha_{w, s}(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \equiv \alpha_{w', s'}(a'_1, \ldots, a'_n)$ is valid.

The *factorisation* $A/\equiv$ of an algebra by a congruence is defined in the following way:

$A/\equiv = \{A/\equiv_S\}_{S \in S}$.

$A/\equiv_S = \{[a] \mid a \in A_S\}$ with $[a] = \{a \in A_S \mid a \equiv a\}$.

$F/\equiv = \{\alpha_{\equiv_S} \mid \alpha \in I\}$.

$\alpha_{A/\equiv_S}(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = \{\alpha_{A}(a_1', \ldots, a_n')\}$ with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$, $[a_1] \equiv A/\equiv_S$, $a_1 \in A_{S_1}$ and $[a_i] = [a_i']$.

It is not sufficient to require each $\equiv_S$ to be an equivalence relation on $A_S \times A_S$. Consider the following example with sorts $S$ and $S'$ and operations

- $a : \rightarrow S$
- $b : \rightarrow S'$

Then it would be possible that $A$ and $B$ are equivalent under $\equiv_S$, but not under $\equiv_{S'} : a \equiv _S B$ and $a \not\equiv _{S'} B$. But a case like this should be excluded.

Also a weaker definition of congruence in the sense that "$a_i \equiv _S a'_i$ implies $\alpha_{A}(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \equiv _S \alpha_{A}(a'_1, \ldots, a'_n)$ with $w = s_1 \ldots s_n$" does not work as well. Consider the following example with sorts $S$, $S'$, $S_1$ and $S_2$ and operations

- $a, b : \rightarrow S$
- $a : \rightarrow S_1$
- $b : \rightarrow S_2$
- $c, d : \rightarrow S'$
- $f : S_1 \rightarrow S'$
- $f : S_2 \rightarrow S'$
and the algebra which is depicted below and where \( f(a) = c \) and \( f(b) = d \) is valid.

\[
\begin{align*}
A_S &= \{ a, b \} \\
A_{s_1} &= \{ a \} \quad A_{s_2} = \{ b \} \\
A_{s_1'} &= \{ f(a) = c, d = f(b) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Under the above weaker definition a congruence could then consist only of a \( \equiv_s b \), but this would not imply \( f(a) = c \equiv_{s'} d = f(b) \), which should be the case for a congruence.

- The factorisation \( A/\Xi \) of an algebra by a congruence is a \( \Sigma \)-algebra satisfying our definition.

1. Let \( s \leq s' \) be given. We have to show \( A/\Xi_s \subseteq A/\Xi_{s'} \). If \( [a] \in A/\Xi_s \), then there is an \( a' \in A_S \) with \( [a] = [a'] \). But \( a' \in A_S \) implies \( a' \in A_{s'} \), because \( s \leq s' \). Therefore \( [a] = [a'] \in A/\Xi_{s'} \).

2. Let \( \sigma \in \Pi \), \( \sigma' \) be given. If \( w = w' = \lambda \), then \( \sigma^\lambda_A = \{ [a'_A S] = [a' A S] \} = \sigma^\lambda_A S' \).

If \( w = s_1 \ldots s_n \), \( w' = s'_1 \ldots s'_n \) and \( [b_i] \in A/\Xi_s \cap A/\Xi_{s'} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), then there are \( a_i \in A_S \) and \( a_i' \in A_{s'_i} \) with \( [a_i] = [a_i'] = [b_i] \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). Then the following equalities hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma^R \in \Xi \rightarrow [b_1], \ldots, [b_n] = \sigma^R [a_1], \ldots, [a_n] \\
\sigma^R [a_1, \ldots, a_n] = \sigma^R [a_1', \ldots, a_n'] \\
\sigma^R [[a_1'], \ldots, [a_n']] = \sigma^R [b_1], \ldots, [b_n]
\end{align*}
\]

(*) is valid due to our definition of congruence.

If an arbitrary family of relations on an algebra is given, then there is always a least congruence containing the family. It is called the congruence generated by this family of relations. This is the same as in the conventional case [ ADJ 78 ].

**Lemma 4.4**

Let signature \( \Sigma \) and \( \Sigma \)-algebras \( A \) and \( B \) be given.

(1) A morphism \( f : A \rightarrow B \) induces a congruence \( \Xi \) on \( A \).

(2) A congruence \( \Xi \) on \( A \) induces an epimorphism \( f : A \rightarrow A/\Xi \).

**Proof**

(1) As usual we define \( \Xi = \{ \equiv_s \leq s \leq S \} \) by \( a \equiv_s a' \) iff \( f_s(a) = f_s(a') \).

Assume \( \Xi \) is not an equivalence on \( A \). Then there is a sort \( s \) with \( \equiv_s \) a proper subset of \( \Xi \mid A_S \times A_S \) and there are \( a, a' \in A_S \) with \( a \equiv_s a' \) and not \( a \equiv_s a' \). But \( \equiv \) is the equivalence generated by \( \Xi \) and this implies \( f_s(a) \neq f_s(a') \). Therefore \( a \equiv_s a' \).
The congruence property is valid as well. Let \( \sigma \in \mathcal{F}_w' \cap \mathcal{F}_w' \), with \( w = s_1 \ldots s_n \) and \( w' = s'_1 \ldots s'_n \) and \( a_1 \in A_{S_1} \), \( a_1' \in A_{S_1} \) with \( f_{s_1}(a_1) = f_{s_1'}(a_1') \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) be given. Then the following equalities are valid:

\[
\begin{align*}
f_s(\sigma^w)_A(a_1, \ldots, a_n) &= \sigma^w_B(f_{s_1}(a_1), \ldots, f_{s_n}(a_n)) = \\
\sigma^w_A(f_{s_1}(a_1'), \ldots, f_{s_n}(a_n')) &= \sigma^w_A(f_{s_1'}(a_1'), \ldots, f_{s_n'}(a_n')).
\end{align*}
\]

This implies \( \sigma^w_A(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \equiv \sigma^w_A(a_1', \ldots, a_n') \).

(2) We define \( f = < f_s \circ \sigma_{s} > \) by \( f_s(a) = [a] \) as usual.

\( f \) respects the operational structure:

\[
\begin{align*}
f_s(\sigma^w_A(a_1, \ldots, a_n)) &= [\sigma^w_A(a_1, \ldots, a_n)] = \sigma^w_A([a_1], \ldots, [a_n]) = \\
\sigma^w_A(f_{s_1}(a_1), \ldots, f_{s_n}(a_n))
\end{align*}
\]

Condition (2) of our morphism definition is valid as well:

\( a \in A \cap A \), implies \([a] \in A / \Sigma \cap A / \Sigma' \). Therefore \( f_s(a) = [a] = f_s'(a) \) is true.

Furthermore \( f \) is surjective: Let \([a] \in A / \Sigma \) be given. Then there is an \( a' \in A \) with \([a] = [a'] \) and so \( f_s(a') = [a'] = [a] \). q.e.d.

Definition 4.5

Let signature \( \Sigma \), variables \( V \), \( T_\Sigma(V) \) and \( \Sigma \)-algebra \( A \) be given. An equation is a tuple \( 1 = r \) with \( 1, r \in T_\Sigma(V) \). An equation \( 1 = r \) is true in \( A \), iff for all assignments \( I : V \rightarrow A \) \( I^\#(1) = I^\#(r) \).

Let \( E \) be a set of equations.

\( E(T_\Sigma) = \{ < I^\#(1), I^\#(r) > | 1 = r \in E \text{ and } I : V \rightarrow T_\Sigma \text{ assignment} \} \)

\( \Sigma \) denotes the congruence generated by \( E(T_\Sigma) \).

Example 4.6

We give equations for the signature of example 3.2 using variables \( i \) and \( j \) of sort int and \( n \) of sort nat.

\[
\begin{align*}
(i+1)-1 &= i \\
(i-1)+1 &= i \\
0 \equiv 0 &= \text{true} \\
0 \equiv n+1 &= \text{false} \\
n+1 \equiv 0 &= \text{false} \\
i+1 \equiv j+1 &= i \equiv j
\end{align*}
\]

Theorem 4.7

Let signature \( \Sigma \), variables \( V \) and equations \( E \) be given and let \( T_\Sigma, E \) denote the factorisation of \( T_\Sigma \) by \( \Sigma \). Then \( T_\Sigma, E \) is initial in the category of all \( \Sigma \)-algebras satisfying \( E \).
Proof

We know \( T_\Sigma \) is initial in the category of all \( \Sigma \)-algebras and therefore we have the following situation with unique morphisms \( f \) and \( g \) for a given \( \Sigma \)-algebra satisfying \( E \).

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T_\Sigma & \stackrel{f}{\rightarrow} & T_{\Sigma,E} \\
 \downarrow & & \downarrow \cong \\
 \downarrow & & \downarrow \cong \\
A & \stackrel{h}{\rightarrow} & A
\end{array}
\]

We define \( h([t]) = g(t) \). \( h \) is independent of representatives, it respects the operations and is unique. The proof is analogous to the conventional case [ADJ78]. So we only have to prove condition (2) of our morphism definition is valid.

Let \( [t] \in T / \Sigma \cong \Sigma / \Sigma_s \) be given. Then \( h_s([t]) = g_s([t]) = g_s'(t) = h_s'([t]) \) is true.

q.e.d.

Example 4.8

The quotient of the term algebra described in example 3.9 by the congruence \( \equiv_\Sigma \) induced by the equations of example 4.6 is isomorphic to the algebra \( A \) of example 3.6. Please note that the equality predicate on integers has been specified without hidden functions. This cannot be done by the conventional algebraic specification technique.

5. Error and exception handling

A quite useful application of our concepts is error and exception handling in abstract data types. One can introduce for each sort \( s \) a subsort \( s_{\text{ok}} \) representing only the ok values of the data type and classify the functions into those preserving ok values and those introducing errors when applied to ok elements.

Example 5.1

*spec* nat with error handling

*sorts* nat, nat_{\text{ok}} with nat_{\text{ok}} < nat

*ops* 0 : \( \rightarrow \) nat_{\text{ok}};

\(-\)\(^+1\) : nat_{\text{ok}} \( \rightarrow \) nat_{\text{ok}};

\(-\)\(^*1\) : nat \( \rightarrow \) nat;

\(-\)\(^-1\) : nat \( \rightarrow \) nat;

error : \( \rightarrow \) nat

*vars* n : nat_{\text{ok}}
eqns\  (n+1)-1 = n ;
\quad 0-1 = \text{error} ;
\quad \text{error}+1 = \text{error}-1 = \text{error}

cepts

The specified data type consists of the natural numbers and exactly one error element. The main point here is that the variable \( n \) has the sort \( \text{nat} \_\text{ok} \) and is actualized only by terms of the form \( 0(+1)^n \), which represent the \( \text{ok} \) values. \( 0 \) and \(+1\) are functions preserving \( \text{ok} \) elements, \(-1\) is an error introduction function and error of course an error constant.

The details of this approach can be found in [GDLE 82], where a slightly different and easier notation is used. It is also shown there that this concept allows all forms of error handling: error introduction, error propagation and error recovery.
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